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Zirndorf, 1 September 2023  

 
With the new CALEA compact 40, Metz is closing the gap between 32 and 43-
inch screens in its range of . 

“The highly interesting 40-inch format is very rare on the market,  
despite the fact that there is still a demand for it,” says Metz CEO Dr Norbert 
Kotzbauer. “A high-quality premium television Made in Germany, the Metz 
CALEA compact 40 is the perfect choice for all those looking for compact di-
mensions without having to compromise on convenience and  
technology.”  
 
Premium quality Made in Germany 
The traditional manufacturer from 
Franconia develops and produces 
the CALEA compact 40 at its compa-
ny headquarters in Zirndorf, as it 
does all Metz Classic brand devices, 
and is celebrating its 85th anniver-
sary this year. Intuitive operation and 
exceptional sound and picture quali-
ty are also all integral to the new 40-
inch model. Sophisticated panel 
technology with LED backlighting in full HD resolution ensures a captivatingly 
sharp, detailed TV experience – and optimum energy efficiency. The unique, 
two-way front speaker system paired with Metz’s own MetzSoundPlus technol-
ogy produces a rich sound with clean trebles and basses and distinct voice 
intelligibility.  

 
A full range of features  
Despite its compact size, the CALEA compact 40 offers a range of convenient 
features. Thanks to an integrated triple tuner, it receives television via satellite, 
cable and antenna with no need for additional receivers, and supports the  
timeshift function via USB. It can be connected to the internet via LAN and 
WLAN, providing convenient access to HbbTV and media libraries. It also fea-
tures a CI+ interface for pay TV. External devices and streaming sticks can be 
connected to the full HD television via its three HDMI ports. The Metz Classic 
CALEA compact 40 will be available in stores from September for €1,199 RRP. 


